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                  "Dr. Swenson is an excellent physician and surgeon. He is very gentle and a great doctor"
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          About Practice

          
            
              The team of board-certified physicians at ENT Specialists in Salt Lake City, Murray, Draper and Tooele, Utah, has been serving patients of all ages for over 30 years. Recognized as a pillar of the community, the ENT practice takes pride in always putting patients first.

ENT Specialists provides the best care possible in modern and conveniently located offices, using state-of-the-art diagnostics to evaluate and diagnose ear, nose, and throat conditions. The team listens to each patient’s needs and responds with compassion and expert treatments and therapies to deliver high-quality results. 

ENT Specialists also provides a full offering of Facial Plastics and Reconstructive procedures as well as an onsite and freestanding Truessence Medical Spa and Laser treatment center.

With its lineup of skilled providers, ENT Specialists offers patients a comprehensive range of services, including diagnosing and treating breathing issue of the nose, sinus issues, ear and hearing issues, sleep apnea, seasonal allergies, and acid reflux. The team also performs surgical procedures, including functional and cosmetic nasal surgery, sinus surgery, balloon sinuplasty, tonsillectomy, thyroidectomy, rhinoplasty, and facelifts.

Thanks to the availability of in-office CT scans, patients don't need to schedule additional appointments at hospitals or imaging centers for diagnosis or follow-up.

The practice welcomes new patients and accepts most insurance plans. New and existing patients can schedule appointments by calling the practice or using the online booking tool.
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Accepted Insurances

We accept most major insurance plans. For more insurance plan information, please call our office.

Contact Us
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                                Plump Up Your Saggy Cheeks With Fat Grafting

              
              Lines, wrinkles, and sagging jowls are some of the hallmarks of aging, and they can all be related to a loss of natural volume, especially in the cheeks. Here’s how fat grafting restores volume so your face looks smoother and younger.
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                                 5 Strategies to Prevent Bruising After Botox®

              
              Botox® is a time-tested solution ideal for smoothing out wrinkles. But, like any injection, it can cause some temporary bruising afterward. Here’s what you can do to reduce or even prevent bruising after Botox treatment.
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                                Why Do I Wake Up With Clogged Ears Every Day?

              
              Clogged ears can be a real nuisance, and, when they happen in the morning, they’re not a great way to start your day. Here, learn some possible reasons for clogged ears and what can be done about them. 

            

          
              

    

  


                        
                    

              
      
        
          Testimonials

        

        
          Words from our patients
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                        "I had a broken nose and deviated septum that Dr. Swenson repaired and straightened. The results are wonderful! He is professional, personable, and very experienced. "

                Meg W.
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                        "I’ve been seeing Dr. Swenson for nearly 20 years. I’ve been in the medical/fitness professions nearly my whole life. He’s very professional."

                Kent
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                        "Great experience! Friendly staff and a great practice. Fixed me up quick! Thank you McKie Delahunty."

                Bruce D.
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                        "ENT Specialists really helped me get my allergies under control. The staff and doctors are amazing and truly show their compassion for the patients."

                Brendan B.
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                        "Thank you for taking such good care of me. You worked me in within an hour and fixed my nose issue so I could enjoy my vacations. I knew I was in good hands!"

                LuAnn C.
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                        "One of the best places we’ve been for our allergy needs. The staff is fast, very friendly, and meets your needs without any hesitation. Highly recommended!!!!"

                Kim A.
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                        "Dr. Wilson is a very skilled doctor,  top of his field. He not only fixed my deviated septum he also removed the right side of my thyroid."

                Randy H.
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                        "ENT Specialists is the best for a tonsillectomy, sinus infection, allergy shots, ear infection, you name it."

                Benjamin A.
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          96 East Kimballs Lane Ste 309 (Building 3), Draper, UT 84020
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          491 N Main St, Tooele, UT 84074
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	ENT Specialists, Salt Lake City, UT 
ENT Specialists, Murray, UT 
ENT Specialists, Draper, UT 
ENT Specialists, Tooele, UT 
	801-261-8609
801-268-2832
801-260-3688
801-261-8609
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